[ Royal insider ]

The new wave
George and Charlotte

It was Princess Charlotte’s first ever tour and Prince George’s second, but the
royal siblings stole the show, says The Weekly’s Editor Juliet Rieden, who joined
the Cambridge family on their unforgettable eight-day Canadian experience.
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of the monarchy in this corner of their
realm, for around 40 minutes and
they actually only faced the Canadian
public for approximately 10 minutes
as they flew out. But by that time the
duo had mastered the “royal salute”,
waving furiously at the throng of
thousands who stood at a considerable
distance at Victoria Harbour to see
the family board a seaplane on the
first leg of their journey back to
London. The pair must have been
tiny dots on onlookers’ smartphones
but nevertheless when The Weekly
chatted to locals afterwards they
were unanimously overjoyed at
this paltry glimpse of the third and
fourth in line to the throne and their
doting parents.

The other two occasions we saw
the brother and sister – as the royal
family flew in and at a private
children’s garden party – the public
was not allowed in. And yet, the
siblings completely stole the show.
Photos of an achingly cute Prince
George and bright-eyed and curious
Princess Charlotte dominated the
global news cycle; their every move
and look scrutinised as this close-knit
family who so fiercely protect their
privacy let the world in.
The popularity of the monarchy
in Canada is comparable with their
popularity here. The Queen is revered,
but there is a question mark over what
will happen when Prince Charles
accedes. The answer from the Palace >>
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t happened to his grandmother,
his father and now Prince
William; this is the moment
when the young bloods of
the royal court upstage their
parents. William probably didn’t
expect it to happen quite so soon or
on such a global scale, but three-yearold Prince George and one-year-old
Princess Charlotte certainly
dominated the royal tour of Canada.
The tots did this with just three short
highly orchestrated appearances at the
beginning, middle and end of what
was a hugely successful tour for the
Cambridge four, with crowds out in
force wherever they went. In total,
Prince George and Princess Charlotte
were only “working” as representatives

“They
faced the
public for
10 minutes
but stole
the show.”

the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge
returned to Victoria’s Government
House to spend some quality time with
George and Charlotte and put them to
bed. Logistically this kept the royals
to British Columbia and the Yukon
but they hit the ground running each
day and packed as much in as possible.
Their aim, they said, was to meet as
many Canadians as possible and
showcase Canada, and this they
certainly achieved.
On arrival at a military airfield in
Victoria, the public were kept out,
but the family descended the airplane
steps to a bank of more than 100
journalists and
photographers
as well as a welcome
line-up including
Prime Minister
Trudeau and his wife
Sophie. Kate carried
Charlotte on her hip
and George walked
beside William,
hanging on to his father’s hand tight
and looking a little apprehensive.
The pair were dressed in their now
trademark outfits – rather oldfashioned ensembles beloved by the
British upper classes, with George in
shorts, long socks and a jumper and
Charlotte in a floral dress.
Now age three, there’s no question
the young Prince is starting to realise
that his life is not like other
children’s, and while Charlotte seemed
interested and excited, he looked
decidedly unsure. On the tarmac Kate

“Kate knelt
down beside
her son. ‘Are
you okay?’”
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knelt down beside her son. “Are you
okay?” she asked, stroking his hair
and cheeks. Trudeau also crouched
to George’s level and, in a hilarious
exchange, tried first to shake the young
royal’s hand and then high-five him,
achieving success with neither greeting.
As he gazed around him, George
became transfixed with the planes and
started to look more at ease. George
loves the aircraft world – his father
flies helicopters after all!
Once their photo call was over, the
family sped off in a motorcade and
the Duke and Duchess settled their
children into Government House
before their ceremonial arrival – a
fairytale event outside Parliament
House beside the picturesque Victoria
Harbour. More than 10,000 people
crowded the lawns to see them and
the whole scene was relayed on a huge
movie screen.
“Catherine and I are delighted to
be back in Canada,” said Prince
William in his first speech of the tour.
“When we were here last time we
had been married only three months.
The warm welcome that you gave
us at that important moment in our
lives meant a lot to us, and we have
never forgotten it. That is why we
are so pleased that George and
Charlotte can be with us in Canada
this time round. Beginning their
own lifetime of friendship with
this wonderful country.”
While their parents travelled, George
and Charlotte stayed at Government
House with nanny Maria Teresa >>
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comes in the form of the young royals,
whose popularity is unheralded.
It was Canada’s Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau who had asked the
Cambridge family to visit, and as a
father-of-three himself, hoped that he
might persuade the royal couple to
bring both children and make Canada
the realm in which Princess Charlotte
would make her royal tour debut. The
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge had
taken Prince George to Australia for
his first royal tour in 2014, and earlier
this year when The Weekly joined the
couple on their tour of India and
Bhutan, it was clear they were really
missing being with
their children, so
Canada seemed to be
an obvious opportunity
to introduce both
children to what will,
after all, become their
day jobs. But George
and Charlotte would
still need to be
protected. Prince William is adamant
that they will not face the intrusive
scrutiny he battled growing up, and
together with his court he has built a
wall around his son and daughter that
allows them to pursue as “normal” a
childhood as possible. Photos are
largely taken by the Palace and
opportunities for the media to capture
images and observe the siblings are
rare. It is for this reason that this tour
garnered so much attention.
The trip was cleverly devised around
a base and on all but one evening,

Turrion Borrallo. In keeping with
the Duke and Duchess’s wishes, the
children were left in peace and only
one tiny story sneaked out about
what they were up to when Victoria
Tourism posted a tweet about the
siblings’ secret visit to Beacon Hill
Children’s Farm, where the children
apparently petted goats. The tweet
was deleted after half an hour, but
the story was out.
Some of the animals from that
farm made an appearance at the
children’s garden party attended by
the royal family. Here the siblings
joined 24 children and 24 parents
from Canadian military families for
a play-date straight out of Alice in
Wonderland. Arches of pastelcoloured balloons fascinated
George and Charlotte, as well as
balloon animals created just for
them. Charlotte snuggled up to
a soft black and white bunny rabbit
before toddling off to sit on a St John
Ambulance therapy dog called Moose.
Prince George stayed close to his

father for most of the party and when
William put his son on one of the
miniature ponies, he quickly tried to
climb down, more interested in the
giant bubbles pumping out from a
bubble machine.
Lucas Kenward, the Commanding
Officer of a Canadian warship, was
one of the guests at the party along
with his daughter, three-year-old
Brielle. “It was much more intimate
than I anticipated,” he said afterwards.
“It was nice to see that they have
kids that are like all our kids, downto-earth.”
When the royal family departed
by seaplane two days later, going
from Victoria to Vancouver, where
a Canadian military jet flew them to
the UK, Prince George looked much
more settled and waved at the crowds
with both hands.
The three-year-old future King
sat in the seaplane with his nose
pressed against the window and his
ear defenders on, clearly loving the
flight. When the seaplane touched

down, Prince George was taken
into the cockpit, where he sat,
entranced, alongside the pilot,
Shawn Stewart.
“After we landed, once the co-pilot
got out, George climbed up into the
seat and started playing with the
controls and pretending he was
flying the plane,” Stewart said
afterwards. “Kate said, ‘Where
are you going to fly us? Are you
going to fly us to Canada?’
“And George said, ‘No I’m going
to fly us to England’.” AWW

Jenny Packham dress
with Sylvia Fletcher for
Lock and Co hat.

Alexander McQueen tiered
dress with Hobbs red
court shoes and clutch.

The stunning Preen
by Thornton Bregazzi
red gown.

Buttons aplenty and a
bow in this dress by
Dolce & Gabbana.

Kate’s fashion

In a somewhat unadventurous wardrobe, the Duchess of Cambridge looked smart and elegant in a
combination of top designers – Jenny Packham, Alexander McQueen, Dolce & Gabbana, Carolina Herrera, See By Chloé – with
high street brands including Zara and Hobbs. Nods to Canada came in an alpaca cardigan-style jacket by Sentaler and a green
linen blazer by Smythe. But the standout was a show-stopping red gown by Preen by Thornton Bregazzi, worn at a Government
House evening reception. The Duchess frequently wore a sparkling diamond and platinum maple leaf borrowed from the Queen.

The entourage

The Duchess’ Private
Secretary
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As the Cambridge family descended the front steps of their Canadian Air
Force Airbus, silently coming down the back stairs was the royal entourage,
a close-knit team of 12 who look after the family. It includes nanny Maria
Teresa Turrion Borrallo, The Duchess’ Private Secretary Rebecca Deacon,
who organises her diary and works as an adviser, and the Duke’s Private
Secretary, Miguel Head. The Duchess also travels with her hairdresser
Amanda Cook Tucker and stylist Natasha Archer, who plans her wardrobe.
And to organise the media and the local Canadian government officials is
the Kensington Palace communications team of four. Finally there’s a small
personal security team. On the ground, the Canadian government organised
additional security and a medic provided by the Canadian Armed Forces
who accompanied the couple every step of the way.

A Hobbs coat
enlivened by
the plaid scarf.

Carolina Herrera coat
and burgundy fringe
pumps by Tod’s.

See By Chloé dress
with Monsoon Fleur
wedges.

Elegance personified
in a Catherine
Walker coat dress.

Meeting the First Nations
A firm focus of the tour was to connect with Canada’s First
Nations. In the tiny community of Bella Bella, the Duke
and Duchess met the indigenous Heiltsuk people, and in
Yukon they headed up into the mountains where the
Carcross/Tagish Nation greeted them with a colourful
display of dancing. Afterwards on Montana Mountain,
where the royal couple watched local kids enjoying a
youth mountain-biking facility, Prince William was
bowled over by 48-year-old local Gwen Wally, who asked
him for a hug and was delighted when he agreed. “I’ve loved
you since you were born,” said Gwen, who also received a
hug from the Duchess. “This is the top of my bucket list.”
In Haida Gwaii, Kate and William joined the crew in a
Haida war canoe to arrive on Graham Island. There they
were gifted scarves trimmed with sea otter fur and looked
at traditional hand-carved totem poles and canoes.

Behind the scenes

Government House Victoria, the official
residence of the Lieutenant Governor of
British Columbia, was the Cambridge family’s
home in Canada. For their one night away
from the children, the Duke and Duchess
stayed in the modest three-star Coast High
Country Inn (above, right) in Whitehorse,
Yukon. The royal party booked all 83 rooms
and the couple’s suite boasted a two-person
jacuzzi next to the bed with mountain views.
The hotel pulled out all the stops, repainting
its walls and giant wooden Mountie.

The royal couple were flown around Canada on their
own private plane provided by the Canadian Air Force,
on helicopters, float planes, a hovercraft, a canoe, a fishing
boat, a tall ship and in private cars. As part of the more than
100-strong media entourage, The Weekly’s Juliet Rieden took
10 flights, numerous car and bus trips, and a couple of ferry
journeys to keep up with the tour. To reach remote Haida
Gwaii, a stunning archipelago of more than 150 islands off
the west coast of Canada, home to the indigenous Haida
Nation, Juliet (right) was among a group of photographers
and journalists who flew on a specially chartered Hercules
military aircraft, then transported on a school bus and a ferry.
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Where they stayed
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